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About The 
Water Well 
Project

The Water Well Project is a not-for-profit 
health promotion charity founded in 2011 that 
aims to improve the health and wellbeing 
of communities from migrant, refugee and 
asylum seeker background by increasing 
health literacy.

We aim to do this through:

 → providing equitable access to health 
education and resources so that these 
communities can enjoy healthier living, 
improved wellbeing and therefor 
contribute to the wider community; and 
 → improving communication between 
members of the healthcare profession, 
and communities from refugee 
background.

The Water Well Project’s core business is the 
provision of free, interactive health education 
sessions facilitated by volunteer, qualified 
healthcare professionals. 2019-20 FY, we 
have delivered over 740 sessions, reaching 
over 10,000 participants, with flow on effects 
to family, friends and other community 
members.
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Mission

 → To improve the physical and mental 
health of all migrants, refugees and 
asylum seekers, by improving their health 
literacy.

Vision

 → All migrants, refugees and asylum 
seekers achieve equitable access to 
health education, care and resources to 
promote wellbeing.

 → Healthcare professional volunteers gain 
a better understanding of cultures, as 
well as improved communication skills 
with culturally and linguistically diverse 
(CALD) individuals and communities.



Why We Do What We Do

As defined by the World Health Organisation 
(WHO), health literacy encompasses “the 
cognitive and social skills which determine 
the motivation and ability of individuals 
to gain access to, understand and use 
information in ways which promote and 
maintain good health”.

Health literacy is not just the provision 
of health information, but a process of 
empowerment in which individuals and 
communities experience in order to seek out 
and modify the social determinants of health 
which directly influence them.

Refugees and asylum seekers represent 
a vulnerable population who experience 
poorer health outcomes for a multitude of 
reasons. Such factors include:

1. Country of origin: the effects of 
communicable disease such as 
tuberculosis, poor dental care and under 
nutrition being more common in their 
countries of origin.

2. Transition: the psychological impact of 
relocation such as anxiety, depression 
and social isolation as well as post-
traumatic stress disorder related to 
persecution and torture.

3. Settlement: the exposure to Australian 
lifestyle factors including over-nutrition, 
drug and alcohol misuse; in addition to 
loss of family roles, employment and 
support systems.

The reasons for poorer health literacy in 
culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) 
groups are complex. Apart from language 
barriers, individuals will be unfamiliar with 
the Australian health system, may have 
alternative culturally-based understandings 
of health, experience difficulties due to 
physical or financial access issues and may 
also have more complex health needs.

Why What We Do Is Unique

The Water Well Project provides health 
education sessions at the request of partner 
organisations. Sessions are designed in 
conjunction with community leaders and are 
a collaboration from inception to delivery. 
This ensures that sessions are targeted and 
relevant to each community group.

While there are many organisations that 
run specific services for patients of CALD 
background, no such organisation provides 
free, interactive, community-based, health 
education sessions delivered by qualified 
healthcare professionals. We believe our 
sessions fulfil a vital gap in the refugee 

“the cognitive and social skills which 
determine the motivation and ability of 
individuals to gain access to, understand 
and use information in ways which promote 
and maintain good health”.
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support sector, as we frequently receive 
repeat referrals for new and existing 
community groups. With a focus on health 
literacy via knowledge sharing, our sessions 
encourage a direct dialogue between 
community members and our volunteer 
healthcare professionals.

Volunteer facilitators are encouraged to 
avoid didactic teaching methods and rather 
to engage in conversation that enables 
reciprocal learning. Sessions focus on both 
functional health literacy skills such as 
knowledge about common health conditions, 
what services are available within our 
healthcare system, but also work on building 
health literacy skills – such as role-playing 
booking a doctor’s appointment, reminding 
participants of their entitlement to ask for 
the assistance of an interpreter and utilising 
mobile apps to make healthy food choices 
at the supermarket. The use of tactile, visual 
and practical tools for communication within 
out volunteer resources helps to overcome 
language and literacy barriers.
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From the 
Founder 
& Director 
(Chair)

Committee Thank You

Thank you to every individual on 
our wonderful committee for their 
collaboration, dedication and hard work 
this year. It’s been a strange 2020 – but it’s 
been great to continue to work together 
and adapt as we needed to with the global 
pandemic we find ourselves in. This year 
has certainly been a very different year to 
the one we imagined. 

We are proud of how our committee and 
volunteers pivoted from face-to-face 
sessions to delivery of online health 
education sessions. With two hours notice, 
our first pilot was underway… and before 
long, we were off and away. A massive 
thanks to Tim and Julie for their efforts in 
creating background resources so quickly, 
and to Thivvy for helping collate resources 
for a dedicated COVID-19 translated 
resources page, and uploading all our 
updated documents for our volunteers.

Acknowledgements

I would like to extend a huge thank you to 
our wonderful, dynamic and hardworking 

committee. You all do so much to support 
each other and to support our organisation 
– none of this would be possible without 
you. 

A special thank you to my fellow Directors 
on the Board, who I have had the pleasure 
of another year of working so closely 
with. Thank you for contributing your time 
and expertise, putting up with (and also 
questioning) my sometimes uninhibited 
ideas and just being amazing people. 

Thank you to all our healthcare 
professional volunteers who contributed to 
sessions this year on top of their very busy 
schedules. Our success depends on your 
contributions- so we are forever grateful. 

And of course, thank you to our fantastic 
passionate Project Administrator Krystina 
Savvas, who has kept our wheels in 
motion!

Dr Linny Kimly Phuong
Founder & Director (Chair) of The Water 

Well Project

As of 30 June 2020, there were a total of 7,834 cases of COVID-19 
reported in Australia, including 104 deaths.
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Governance

The consolidation of our governance 
processes has included some work by the 
Board on consolidation of insurances and 
on risks assessment and management. 
Late last year, the Board attended a 
Fundraising strategy workshop run by 
Martin Paul, director of More Strategic. 
The session gave background information 
on the Australian fundraising market, the 
mix of public attitudes, why people give, 
strategic impact trends and challenges 
in fundraising culture, organisational 
readiness factors and fundraising portfolio 
options. 

This led us to employ a part-time 
fundraising officer- Mikaela Barker 
who we hope will help us develop our 
Fundraising strategy. Securing long term 
funding security is all the more important 
in the current global economic situation 
where donations and volunteer numbers 
are dwindling as an increasing number 

of households are struggling due to the 
impact of the pandemic. 

This year, we have also increased our 
volunteer committees’ skill base with 
the addition of two HR specialists, 
Tina Salameh and Emily Santa-Isabel. 
They have provided invaluable help in 
developing an onboarding programme, 
updating Position Descriptions and 
recruiting staff and volunteers to keep our 
company going. 

2020-2021 will be a challenging year on 
many fronts as we will continue to adapt 
to the global impact of the pandemic; and 
we will be working to maintain our ever-
increasing demand on our services.  

Mrs Isabelle Higgins
Director, Secretary
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Committee

Board of Directors Dr Linny Kimly Phuong (Chair & Founder)
 Mrs Isabelle Higgins (Secretary)
 Dr Timothy Martin (Treasurer)
 Ms Susan Burke (NSW)
 Mr Michael Chan (TAS)
Operations Manager Ms Kelly Sykes
Programs Officer  Ms Nicole Bate
Digital Manager  Mr Alessio Bresciani
Digital Officer  Dr Thivagar Yogaparan
Resources Officers Ms Julie Hjorth
 Dr Petra Quinlan-Turner
Logistics Coordinator Dr Jeremy Mathan
Evaluations Officers Ms Deborah Osborne
 Ms Duygu (Duru) Durukan
Volunteer Engagement team Dr Nicole Wong (Newsletter Editor)
 Ms Emma Thompson
 Ms Pretashini Somasundram
Communications & Social Media team Dr Julia Sutton
 Ms Bec Bates

Human Resources team Ms Tina Salameh
 Ms Emily Santa-Isabel
Grant Writer Ms Holly Buykx
New South Wales Liaison Officers Dr Leisel Trompf
 Dr Brian Fernandes
 Dr Nicky Betts
 Dr Stephanie La
 Dr Calvin Leung
Geelong Liaison Officer Ms Jane Wilson
Geelong Evaluations Officer Ms Jacinta Walsh
Tasmanian Liaison Officer Dr Sarah Gelbart
Tasmanian Evaluations Officer Dr Gabriela Willis
Tasmanian Resources Officers Ms Jill Pierce
 Ms Rachel Barter
Albury Liaison Officers Dr Annabel Martin
 Dr Ashleigh Witt
 Dr Nivanka de Silva

Project Administrator Ms Krystina Savvas
Fundraising Officer Ms Mikaela Barker

Volunteer Management Committee               

Paid Positions                  
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Programs & 
Operations The Water Well Project has actively managed 

to innovate to continue to deliver high quality 
health education services during this challenging 
year. With the restrictions on in-person 
gatherings this year, sessions were modified and 
delivered via an online platform.
 
This has required an incredible amount 
of flexibility on the part of our volunteers, 
community partners and participants alike for 
which we are incredibly grateful. A lot of work 
has gone into developing coronavirus specific 
topic resources as well as guides for the delivery 
of sessions to continue to engage already 
vulnerable populations within the community. 
Volunteers have had to be open to the nuances 
with delivering online sessions and participants 
have risen to the challenge in upskilling 
themselves to access our sessions. 
 
Coronavirus and mental health topics have 
featured prominently in the sessions delivered 
so far this year. Though expected, this has been 
an opportunity for health advocacy in doing our 
part in step with Australia’s fight against the 
virus.
 
Establishing new connections within the 
community has been challenging given 
struggles that many had in coping with internal 

organisational changes among various partner 
groups. That being said, we were successful in 
engaging various partners to develop exciting 
new opportunities to further our reach within 
CALD communities.

Fortifying our regional and interstate 
relationships continues to be an important 
goal that we will strive towards. The greater 
flexibility with zoom based sessions has allowed 
for greater interstate collaboration. This is 
something we will continue to work towards in 
the new year
 
Out of the many things 2020 has taught us, 
being adaptable to change is an important 
lesson. As we continue to refine our own internal 
structure and processes as an organisation for 
this present season, we are poised and excited 
for all that 2021 has in store for us.

Dr Jeremy Mathan
Logistics Coordinator

Ms Kelly Sykes
Operations Officer

Ms Nicole Bate
Programs Officer
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Total Sessions 2019-20 FY Top 10 Session Topics for 2019-20 FY 

   VIC    NSW    TAS    TOTAL
  Delivered Cancelled Delivered Cancelled Delivered Cancelled Delivered Cancelled
Jul-19  3  0  6  0  0  0  9  0
Aug-19  6  0  9  1  1  0  16  1
Sep-19  4  0  3  2  0  1  7  3
Oct-19  9  0  5  2  0  0  14  2
Nov-19  9  1  7  1  0  1  16  3
Dec-19  2  2  3  2  1  0  6  4
Jan-20  4  1  0  0  0  0  4  1
Feb-20  6  0  4  0  1  0  11  0
Mar-20  4  4  1  5  0  1  5  10
Apr-20  1  0  0  0  3  0  4  0
May-20  7  1  1  1  0  0  8  2
Jun-20  6  1  0  2  1  2  7  5
Total  61  10  39  16  7  5  107  31

Sessions by State 2019-20 FY
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Treasurer’s 
Report

It’s been a strange year for The Water Well Project, 
as it has been for most organisations. Whilst 
COVID-19 has significantly impacted our operations, 
it has also presented opportunities for us as a 
health promotion charity. The Water Well Project 
started the year with $42,288.02. During the year 
we had income of $61,314.00 and expenditure of 
$34,359.40. Overall, there was a significant profit of 
$26,954.60, with a closing balance of $69,242.62. 
More details are available in the statement of income 
and expenditure.

This profit was mainly due to our significant grants 
and income due to COVID-19 business stimulus. We 
are extremely thankful to The Victorian Government 
Multicultural Commission and Maddocks Lawyers for 
their generous grants. We are also thankful for kind 
donations from AMES Australia, Russell Kennedy 
Lawyers and “Learn to Eat. Love to Eat”. Expenditure 
was steady year on year due to stable employment – 
our main driver of costs. 

Going forward, our plans include leveraging our 
strong financial position to future proof. COVID-19 
may present further health session and financial 
opportunities for The Water Well Project. We will be 
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Balance sheet  2019-20 FY    

Income 2019-20 financial year    

Expenditure 2019-20 FY    

looking to diversify our income streams and expect 
a significant rise in expenditure in the 2020-2021 
financial year. 

Finally, I am extremely thankful for the pro bono 
support of Solpoint Accountants, who have been 
hard at work during this period of transition for 
The Water Well Project. Maddocks Solicitors’ pro 
bono assistance has also been paramount, and 
of course Translating and Interpreting Services 
National. Without the pro bono support of Solpoint 
Accountants, Maddocks Solicitors and Translating 
and Interpreting Services National, The Water Well 
Project wouldn’t be able to provide the services 
it does, so we are truly appreciative! I would 
also like to recognise the hard work of both our 
committee members and healthcare volunteers. This 
organisation runs off the back of your efforts, and 
together we are truly impacting on the health literacy 
of refugees, asylum seekers and migrants – thank 
you!

Dr Timothy Martin
Director, Treasurer

Opening balance   42,288.02 
Total debits (expenditure)  34,359.40
Total credits (income)  61,314.00
Net     26,954.60 (profit)
Closing balance   69,242.62 

Category   2019-20 FY
Admin    1,011.84
Catering    1,026.65
Contracting/employee  23,240.00
Digital    1,465.00
Events    0
Fees    63.54
Induction   168.39
Insurance   2,078.38
Marketing   617.00
Resources   580.10
Storage    2,893.50
Training    550.00
Transport   565.00
Other    100.00
Total Expenditure  34,359.40

Category   2019-20 FY
Grants     $47,000
Donations   $589.40
Interest    $57.10
Induction payments  $620.00
Events    $94.50
Other    $12,953.00
Total    $61,314.00
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In the 2019-20 financial year, 107 sessions were 
facilitated with an estimated 1677 participants in 
attendance. Pre-COVID-19, just over one third (33%) 
indicated they had previously attended a session 
run by The Water Well Project. Feedback was 
overwhelmingly positive; over 95% of participants said 
they learnt something new and the information was 
relevant. 

Ten face-to-face sessions were cancelled in March 
following COVID-19 outbreaks and videoconferencing 
format was commenced. We have created two new 
surveys on SurveyMonkey to capture the feedback to 
this new format; one for participants and one for the 
community representatives. We received 16 responses 
from the community representatives. Majority of 
the community reps had previous experience with 
videoconferencing (81%) and thought it was an 
effective way of presenting the information (95%) and 
that participants found it easy to join (95%). We did 
not receive any responses to the participant feedback 
survey. 22 sessions this year were on COVID-19 and 
self-care but we have continued to present other 
topics as well.

Ms Deborah Osborne
Evaluations Co-officer

Ms Duygu (Duru) Durukan
Evaluations Co-officer

Evaluations
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“The Water Well is a wonderful project; although ours was held 
via ZOOM (and in-person would be great), it still worked well as 
medium. I commend all those medical volunteers willing to assist the 
broader community in health and well-being education :)” -Interfaith 
Network of the City of Greater Dandenong Inc, Feb 2020

“The COVID19 presentation consolidated the understanding of 
our students about this topic. The use of professional health care 
workers assured our students that the information they were being 
presented with is trustworthy.” -Young Migrant Education Program, 
April 2020

“During these difficult times volunteers were able to answer many 
questions about COVID-19 and the impact on their children if a 

respectful and calm way. The encouragement they gave parents to 
visit their GP’s if they had any worries about their children’s health 
issues in these unknown times. The volunteers were so caring and 
very understanding.” -St Anthony’s School Playgroup, May 2020 

“The WW sessions are very informative, giving our students, 
accurate, up-to-date information delivered by health professionals.” 
-Tas TAFE, June 2020

“The mental health and self care chat gave students some strategies 
to cope with their own personal challenges. The topic is not talked 
about in their culture. So, thank you!” -Wattle Group- Certificate 3 in 
EAL Employment/Further Study, June 2020

“Enjoyed every part, like to have this session again.” -Child 
Development & general health, Feb 2020 

“It’s a wonderful session and I got (to) know more about oral health, 
skin health and food habits and practices. It’s very informative and 
I could relate easy to what the speakers provided. Thank you!” 
-Healthy eating, April 2020

“Being from a medical background this information was already clear 
to me. However, this presented very well and would be informative 
to a non-medical person!” -Transition to Prep, May 2020

“I feel confident sharing this information to my friends and family.” 
-Transition to Prep, May 2020

“The session was very informative and helpful; it was very nice 
coming here and learning new things.”-Transition to Prep, May 2020

“I learn a lot of skills to help my partner and other family members.” 
-Cardiovascular health, May 2020

“I enjoyed learning the food to eat to prevent heart attack and stroke. 
Also the exercise to do for (a) healthy lifestyle.” -Cardiovascular 
health, May 2020

“Now I know how to eat well and healthy.” -Healthy eating, May 
2020

Testimonials from our community partners              

Testimonials from participants                  
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In the first half of 2020, due to COVID-19, we switched 
the format of our health education sessions to online, to 
continue to reach communities during the pandemic
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In the first half of 2020, due to COVID-19, we switched 
the format of our health education sessions to online, to 
continue to reach communities during the pandemic
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The Water Well Project resources team have the role of 
developing resources for volunteers to use when delivering 
informative health sessions. With the goal of encouraging 
engagement and message retention from our community 
participants, we aim to have a wide variety of interactive 
resources available for each session. Resources range from 
informative handouts and posters to more intriguing items like 
disease matching games, plush toys of viruses and anatomical 
models. To further facilitate effective interactive sessions, 
the resources team also develop topic templates with useful 
information and links on specific health topics. 

With the pause on face-to-face sessions at The Water Well 
Project due to COVID-19, the resources team have had to adapt 
to continue to support our volunteers with their sessions. This 
involved the development of the following resources:

 → New topic templates for COVID-19 and self-care during a 
pandemic. 
 → PowerPoint presentations to accompany the new online 
format of our sessions– these have been designed with 
participant engagement in mind, consisting primarily of 
visual cues to accompany conversation during the session. 

The resources team have also helped to create the Zoom online 
guides for volunteers and community participants, as well 
as compiling translated COVID-19 resources on our website 
and hand-picking the most relevant translated pages for our 
participants to access. 

Ms Julie Hjorth
Resources Coordinator

with
Dr Petra Quinlan-Turner

Dr Stephanie La 
Dr Calvin Leung
Ms Jill Pierce

Ms Rachael Barter

Resources
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In the 2019-2020 financial year, the Marketing 
& Communications team have focussed 
their efforts on social media content and 
engagement within this space. Strategies 
have included regular social media posts and 
the use of multimedia. The Marketing and 
Communications team have been working in 
close collaboration with the new fundraising 
officer, Mikaela Barker, to deliver social media 
fundraising campaigns as part of this. 

Currently we have over 12,000 likes on 
Facebook, over 1,000 followers on Twitter and 
our LinkedIn following continues to grow. The 
state-based volunteer Facebook groups have 
merged to facilitate increased interaction and 
dialogue between all volunteers. 

The Marketing and Communications team 
continue to work on a consistent representation 
of The Water Well Project’s brand with ongoing 
updating of design elements and documents. 

Dr Julia Sutton
Communications & Social Media Co-officer

Ms Bec Bates
Communications & Social Media Co-officer

Marketing & 
Communications
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Digital 
Report

Over the period of the 2019-2020 financial year, 
online activities have focused on:

 → Facilitating online sessions during the 
COVID-19 pandemic, including uploading 
guidelines on how to use Zoom and new & 
updated topic templates.

 → Compilation and publishing of CALD 
COVID-19 resources.

 → General updates to the site (blogs, news, 
refreshing resources for our volunteers).

Overall, website sessions for the year were at 
18.3k compared with 15.5k the year prior.
Over this period, 10.6k users accessed the site 
compared with 8.8k the year prior.

 → Mobile and Tablet use constituted 46.7% and 
2.3% (from 40% and 3.6% the year prior) of 
visits respectively.

 → The most viewed pages were ‘Home’, 
‘Resources’, ‘Events’ and ‘Meet the Team’ 
pages, while the new ‘CALD COVID-19 

Resources’ was well accessed in the last few 
of months.

 → The Events section was the most viewed 
section on the site, with 25.7% of total traffic.

 → Organic Search constituted 47.0% (compared 
to 44.1% last year), with direct traffic 
amounting to 35.0% (compared to 34.3% last 
year).

Mr Alessio Bresciani
Digital Manager

Dr Thivagar Yogaparan
Digital Support Officer

82.8%

New vs Returning users

July 1, 2019 - June 30, 2020

July 1, 2018 - June 30, 2019

82%

17.2%

18%
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Volunteer 
Engagement 

Our 2019 end of year Thank You Event was 
a chance to bring together and celebrate 
the incredible work and contributions of 
our volunteers over delectable canapés 
and a glass of sherry. We were incredibly 
humbled to hear from our wonderful 
guest speaker, Saad Alkassab - a highly 
accomplished first year medical student 
and refugee who fled Syria in 2013. 
Within two years of arriving in Australia, 
Saad became fluent in English and duxed 
his high school in VCE! Saad spoke of 
the importance of health literacy in 
empowering refugees, asylum seekers and 
undocumented migrants to live full lives 
and to contribute to the wider community. 
To all our volunteers at TWWP, we thank 
you for helping us realise this goal. 

The past year has seen The Water Well 
Project run various successful events, 
initially face-to-face in the pre-COVID-19 
world and now online. We started the 
year with jam-packed induction sessions, 
welcoming many new volunteers into our 
team. Despite the countless challenges 

2020 has thrown at us, our volunteers 
continue to run a variety of health 
promotion sessions on both new and old 
topics to our community partners.

With The Water Well Project’s transition to 
a virtual landscape, we have focused on 
providing our volunteers with the support 
and resources to deliver online health 
promotion sessions using Zoom. Our 
volunteer base has impressed us once 
again with their enthusiasm and flexibility. 

In October 2020, The Water Well Project 
hosted our first ever online induction for 
new volunteers. It was a big success, 
welcoming over 20 new volunteers into 
our team. The morning also involved online 
facilitation training for both existing and 
new volunteers, so it was lovely to have 
the group together to learn and share 
experiences. We are so proud of our team 
for adapting to the challenges of 2020 and 
for their continued enthusiasm.
Alongside this dedication, both our 
committee and volunteers recently had the 

opportunity to connect via an online trivia 
night, hosted by our friends at “Locked 
Down Trivia”. It was a wonderfully social 
night that saw our team come together 
across state borders to relax and enjoy 
some friendly competition! 

Moving forward, further efforts will be 
committed to ensuring volunteers feel 
connected and supported in delivering 
online sessions. We will also consider the 
appropriateness of onboarding prospective 
volunteers via a potential online induction.

Ms Emma Thompson
Volunteer Engagement Co-officer

Ms Pretashini Somasundram
Volunteer Engagement Co-officer

with
Dr Nicole Wong
Newsletter Editor
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For much of the year the NSW team continued 
to provide face-to-face sessions organised 
through local community organisations. When 
COVID-19 restrictions were introduced in March 
2020 face-to-face sessions were discontinued. 
The restriction impacted our community 
organisations ability to gather people 
together both in person and virtually. Virtual 
meetings had not featured in many community 
organisations in NSW prior to the pandemic. 

The Water Well Project developed training 
information to address the health information 
needs of migrants, refugees and asylum 
seekers related to COVID-19 and virtual 
sessions were provided where possible. 

Ms Susan Burke 
Director, NSW

with 
Dr Leisel Trompf 

Dr Brian Fernandes 
Dr Nicky Betts 
Dr Stephanie La 
Dr Calvin Leung

NSW 
Report



TAS 
Report

The Tasmanian team were pleased to 
welcome Jill Pierce and Rachel Barter to 
our committee as Resource Officers at the 
start of 2020. They have brought a wealth 
of experience and enthusiasm to our team 
in Hobart. We ran our first session with 
a new partner organisation in February, 
and despite the challenges that 2020 has 
brought, we have been pleased to be able 
to deliver a number of online sessions 
with existing Tasmanian partners in recent 
months. Unfortunately, our planned volunteer 
induction had to be cancelled due to 
COVID-19 lockdown in March, so we have 
not been able to recruit any new volunteers 
in Tasmania this year. Despite this, we 
reached out to local community organisations 
at the start of the pandemic and will 
continue to support our refugee and migrant 
communities through these challenging 
times.

Dr Sarah Gelbart
Tasmanian Liaison Officer

with
Ms Jill Pierce

Ms Rachel Barter
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Congratulations to the following individuals for 
being recognised for going “above and beyond” 
in their volunteering efforts with The Water Well 
Project.

Volunteers of 
the month

Penelope Ward 
July 2019  

Hayley Chandler 
Jan 2020

Cecile Pham
Sep 2019

Hannah Gordon
May 2020

Krithika Veeraragavan
August 2019

Nabrees Sinnalebbe
Feb 2020 

Helena Niu
Oct 2019

Cecilia Xu 
June 2020 
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The Water Well Project is proud to be recognised as 
a Finalist in the Australian Migration & Settlement 
Awards for Settlement Innovation, presented at 
Parliament House in October 2019 and Winner of 
the 2019 Victoria Day Organisation of the Year 
Award.

Awards & 
Grants

The Water Well Project – 2019 
Victoria Day Award for Community 

and Public Service.

Volunteer Operations Manager, Kelly 
Sykes, representing The Water Well 
Project at the Australian Migration 
& Settlement Awards, Parliament 
House, Canberra.
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 → AMES (Dandenong, Footscray, 
Laverton)
 → Ardoch
 → Australian Vietnamese Women’s 
Association Inc (AVWA)
 → Carlton Neighbourhood Learning 
Centre

 → Chisholm Institute
 → Dandenong Primary School
 → Kensington Neighbourhood House
 → MacKillop Family Services
 → River Nile Learning Centre
 → Socio-Cultural Syriac Association
 → South East Community Links

 → Springvale Indo-Chinese Mutual 
Association Inc (SICMAA)
 → St Albans Heights Primary School
 → St Albans Primary School
 → St Anthony’s Primary School
 → Victoria University Polytechnic

 → Can Get Health in Canterbury
 → Canley Vale Public School
 → Fairfield City Council
 → Karitane
 → Liverpool West Public School

 → Liverpool Women’s Health Centre
 → NSW Service for the Treatment 
and Rehabilitation of Torture and 
Trauma Survivors
 → Save the Children (NSW)

 → Western Sydney MRC

 → CatholicCare Tasmania
 → Clarence Integrated Care Centre

 → Red Cross
 → TasTAFE

Partner Organisations

Victoria                  

New South Wales                

Tasmania                 
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Pro-bono supporters               

Dontations               

Special Thank You

We could not have achieved all that 
we have in FY 2019-2020 without the 
assistance of the following people 
and organisations. Thank you for all 
of your ongoing support. It means the 
world to us. 

 → Translating Interpreting Services 
(TIS) National, Department of Home 
Affairs
 → Damien Wurzel, Lindy Richardson, 
Madeline Kennedy, Tim Gracie, Ali 
Gallaher and team- Maddocks
 → Josie Ludwig, Ivy Chen and team- 
Solpoint accounting
 → Vivienne Nguyen, Celia Tran and 
team- Victorian Multicultural 
Commission

 → Claudia Ribeiro and team- 
Multicultural Office, Department of 
Premier & Cabinet (Victoria)
 → A/Prof Georgia Paxton, Department 
of General Medicine- Immigrant 
Health Unit, Royal Children’s 
Hospital 
 → Meg Quartermaine, Kath Desmyth 
and team- Victorian Refugee Health 
Network
 → Ms Rebecca Pinney-Meddings

 → Ms Marta Kreiser
 → Ms Janetta Ziino
 → Mr Patrick Byrne
 → Professor Rob Moodie
 → Founding Committee- Dr Caitlin 
O’Mahony, Dr David Humphreys, Dr 
Anna Brischetto, Dr Kiran Manya, Mr 
Alessio Bresciani

 → Julia Stoneham, Kristie Cocotis and 
team- Diabetes Victoria
 → AMES Australia, William St, Melbourne

 → Daryl Cheng and team, Bubbles and 
Briefcases
 → Russell Kennedy Lawyers

 → Rachel Smith & Nicole Wu- Learn to 
Eat. Love to Eat

 → Our volunteer committee and 
board
 → Our healthcare professional 
volunteers
 → Our partner organisations
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Lucy Steele is a medical student with a 
passion for public health and social justice. 
She believes that all Australians deserve 
an equal opportunity to attain good health 
outcomes, and that a proficiency in health-
literacy can be a significant enabler. To help 
make a difference, Lucy has joined the team 
at The Water Well Project and assisted with 
the collation of the annual report.

Patrick Byrne works as a student of 
architecture at a community focussed 
architecture practice. He continues to assist 
The Water Well Project as he believes that 
the promotion of health literacy is crucial 
to improving the lives of all people, and has 
designed the annual report and other print 
media since 2016.

www.pbyrne.com.au

Lucy Steele

Patrick Byrne



ABN 38 177 188 057
P.O. BOX 6218, Vermont South, 
Victoria, Australia 3133
mail@thewaterwellproject.org
www.thewaterwellproject.org
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